Abstract. We give a proof of Gabber's presentation lemma for finite fields. We first prove this lemma in the special case of open subsets of the affine plane using ideas from Poonen's proof of Bertini's theorem over finite fields. We then reduce the case of general smooth varieties to this special case.
Introduction
A presentation lemma proved by Gabber in [2] (see also [1] ) plays a foundational role in A 1 -algebraic topology as developed by Morel in [4] . This lemma can be thought of as an algebro-geometric analogue of tubular neighborhood theorem in differential geometry. The current published proof of Gabber's presentation lemma works only over infinite fields. In a private communication to Morel, Gabber has pointed out that the proof of this theorem also holds for finite fields. Unfortunately, there is no published proof for this case.
The goal of this paper is to prove the following version of Gabber's presentation lemma over finite fields. Theorem 1.1. Let X be a smooth variety of dimension d 1 over a finite field F and let Z X be a closed subvariety. Let p 2 Z be a point. Let A (1)ˆis étale. 
To see this, let
Z denote the image of Z V in A 1 V . The morphismˆ 1ˆ. Z V / ! Z is étale, and it admits a section as Z V maps isomorphically onto Z. Thusˆ 1ˆ. Z V / is a disjoint union of Z V and a closed subset T of ‰ 1 .V /. Replacing U by U nT , one sees that the additional condition .4/ is satisfied.
The proof of Gabber's presentation lemma for infinite fields (see [2, Section 3.1] or [1, Section 3.1]) shows that for the mapsˆ; ‰ appearing in the statement of the lemma, suitable generic choices work. The problem in making this proof work over a finite field is very similar to the problem of making Bertini's theorem work over a finite field. Bertini's theorem for finite fields was proved by Poonen in [6] using an extremely clever counting argument. Because of the broad similarities of the issues involved, it is natural to try to use Poonen's argument to prove Gabber's presentation lemma over finite fields. However, Poonen's counting argument, in our opinion, is easier to apply in the case of subvarieties of an affine space. Thus, the first step of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is reduction to the case where X is an open subset of A d F . This is done in Section 2. Unfortunately, we found even this case too complex to directly apply Poonen's ideas from [6] . Fortunately, we are able to reduce this complexity by using induction on d to reduce to the case where d D 2, i.e. X is an open subset of A 2 F . This is done in Section 3. This induction argument, although short, was one of the most time-taking tasks for us in proving Theorem 1.1. An important ingredient of this induction is a slightly modified version of Noether normalization trick (see Lemma 3.1) .
The case of open subsets of A 2 F is now ideal for using Poonen's counting argument. Indeed, the handling of points of small degree is very similar to that of [6] . However, we are unable to handle the error term for 'high degree points' as is done in [6] . We fix this with a small trick (see Lemma 4.10).
Reduction to open subsets of A d F
The goal of this section is to prove Lemma 2.4, which reduces Theorem 1.1 to the case where X is an open subset of A d F and p 2 Z X is a closed point with first d 1 coordinates equal to 0. Notation 2.1. Throughout this paper we work over a fixed finite field F . We further fix the following notation.
(1) Let Y be a subset of a scheme X=F . We let Y Är WD ¹x 2 Y j deg.x/ Ä rº and similarly Y <r WD ¹x 2 Y j deg.x/ < rº and Y Dr WD ¹x 2 Y j deg.x/ D rº.
(2) For f 1 ; : : : ; f i 2 F OEX 1 ; : : : ; X n we let Z.f 1 ; : : : ; f i / denote the closed subscheme of A n F defined by the ideal .f 1 ; : : : ; f i /.
We first start by recalling the following standard trick (see [5] ) used in the proof of Noether's normalization lemma.
Lemma 2.2 ([5, p. 2])
. Let k be any field and let n 1 be any integer. Let Z=k be a finitely generated affine scheme of dimension at most n 1. Let Z . 1 ;:::; n / ! A n k be a finite map. Let Q.T / 2 kOET be a non-constant monic polynomial and Q D Q. n /. Then for` 0, the map One can thus easily reduce the proof of the above general case to the case where Q.T / D T . Unless explicitly mentioned, we will usually assume Q.T / D T while applying the lemma. As in the proof of Noether normalization, the above lemma is usually applied repeatedly until one gets a map from Z to A dim.Z/ k . Lemma 2.4. Let p 2 Z X be as in Theorem 1.1. Further, assume that X is affine, Z is a principal divisor and p is a closed point (see Remark 1.2). Then there exists a map
F and an open neighborhood W of '.p/ such that the following hold: Proof. We fix the following notation:
-Let Z D Spec.A=.f // and let A WD A=.f /.
-Let m A be the maximal ideal of the closed point p.
-Let F .p/ denote the residue field of p.
Step 1. As X=F is smooth, dim F .p/ .m=m 2 / D d . Choose ¹x 1 ; : : : ; x d 1 º m such that they span a .d 1/-dimensional F .p/-subspace of m=m 2 . In this step we claim that there exists y 2 A such that the following hold:
(1) y mod m is a primitive element of F .p/=F .
(2) The set ¹x 1 ; : : : ; x d 1 ; h.y/º (modulo m 2 ) gives an F .p/-basis of m=m 2 , where h is the minimal polynomial of y mod m.
(3) The map .x 1 ; : : : ;
The map Á induces an isomorphism on residue fields F .Á.p// ! F .p/.
Let w 2 m be an element such that ¹x 1 ; : : : ; x d 1 ; wº span m=m 2 as an F .p/-vector space. Let c be a primitive element of F .p/=F and let h be its minimal polynomial. Choose
Thus the F .p/-span of ¹x 1 ; : : : ;
We note that
Hence ¹x 1 ; : : : ; x d 1 ; h.y/º gives an F .p/-basis for m=m 2 . Let Á be the map .x 1 ; : : : ;
Since y mod m is a primitive element of F .p/, one observes that F .Á.p// ! F .p/ is an isomorphism. It remains to show that Á is étale at p. The maximal ideal of Á.p/ in F OEX 1 ; : : : ; X d is n D .X 1 ; : : : ; X d 1 ; h.X d //. As ¹x 1 ; : : : ; x d 1 ; h.y/º is an F .p/-basis for m=m 2 , that Á is étale at p follows from the surjectivity of
Step 2. Let U be an open neighborhood of p in X such that Á jU is étale. Let
In this step we modify x 1 ; : : : ; x d 1 to z 1 ; : : : ; z d 1 so that the following hold:
( Clearly, A is finite over A 0 . For 0 Ä r Ä m 1, we inductively define A rC1 and elements x i;rC1 ; y i;rC1 as follows. By Lemma 2.2, we choose an integer`r > 1 such that the following definitions make A r a finite A rC1 -algebra. Since any sufficiently large choice of`r works, we assume that`r is a multiple of the char.F /. Let Step 3. In this step we will further modify y while ensuring that (1) and (2) of the above step continue to hold. Since the map Á jB W B ! A d 1 F is finite, there exists finitely many points ¹p; p 1 ; : : : ; p t º B which are contained in the zero locus Z.z 1 ; : : : ; z d 1 /. Let m i be the maximal ideal corresponding to p i for 1 Ä i Ä t. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, choose ı 2 A such that
For later use, we note that
By using the fact that z y is the char.F /-th power of an element of m, it is straightforward to deduce the following from (1) and (2) of the above step.
(1) The map ' W X ! A To see the claim, we first observe
The first containment follows as h is the irreducible polynomial of z mod m. Moreover, since h.0/ ¤ 0, the second statement follows from the fact that z Á 0 mod m i . Step 4. We claim that in fact
Note that both are m-primary ideals and hence it is enough to show the equality in the localization A m : But the equality holds in this local ring by Nakayama's lemma since it holds modulo m 2 as ¹z 1 ; : : : ; z d 1 ; h.z/º mod m 2 gives a basis of m=m 2 (see condition (2) of the above step).
Step 5. Recall that ' W X ! A d F is the map defined by .z 1 ; : : : ; z d 1 ; z/. We claim that p is the unique point in ' 1 '.p/ \ Z. In fact, we have that p is the unique point of ' 1 '.p/ \ B. This is a direct consequence of Step 3, since the ideal defining
A/ is equal to . Step 6. In this step we prove the rest of the theorem using a trick used in the proof of [1, Theorem 3.5.1]. In fact, the argument in this step has been taken directly from [1, is an isomorphism, in particular surjective. By Nakayama's lemma, there exists an element g 2 F OEX 1 ; : : : ; X d nn such that the map
Let D X be the maximal closed subset on which the map ' is not étale. Clearly p … D. Also, since D is a subset of B (see Step 2) and p is the only point in ' 1 '.p/ \ B, we must have '.p/ … '.D/. However, the map ' jB is finite, we have that
It is now clear that ' and W satisfy conditions (1) and (2) of the lemma. Condition (3) is also immediate since the map ' is defined by .z 1 ; : : : ; z d 1 ; z/ and z i vanish on p for 1 Ä i Ä d 1. is finite, where the polynomials Q i are inductively defined by
Reduction to open subsets of
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.2 (see [5, p. 2] ) and hence we only give a sketch. Since dim.Z/ D n 1, 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n cannot be algebraically independent. Thus there exists a non-zero polynomial f 2 kOEY 1 ; : : : ; Y n such that f . 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n / D 0. Letb e any integer greater than ndeg.f /, where deg.f / is the total degree of f . Let Q 2 kOEY n be a polynomial such that Q D Q. n /. Inductively define
Notice that the polynomials Q i are defined such that Q i . 1 ; : : : ; n / D Q i :
Consider the elements Z 1 ; : : : ; Z n 1 2 kOEY 1 ; : : : ; Y n defined as follows:
We leave it to the reader to check that kOEZ 1 ; : : : ; Z n 1 ; Y n D kOEY 1 ; : : : ; Y n :
For future reference, we note that the map
is an automorphism. It is enough to show that the polynomial f , expressed in the variables Z 1 ; : : : ; Z n 1 ; Y n is monic in Y n . Let us write f as
where m I are monomials in Y 1 ; : : : ; Y n and˛I 2 k. We leave it to the reader to verify that when expressed in new coordinates Z 1 ; : : : ; Z n 1 ; Y n , each monomial m I becomes a polynomial which is monic in Y n of Y n -degree equal to i n C † n 1 kD1 Recall that by Lemma 2.4 it is enough to prove Theorem 1.1 for .X; Z; p/ as above. In order to prove this, we have to first come up with a map fromˆW X ! A 
Recall thatˆis said to be radicial [7, Tag 01S2] ifˆj S is injective and for all x 2 S the residue field extension F .x/=F .ˆ.x// is trivial.
The following lemma shows that in order to prove Theorem 1.1 for X; Z; p as in Notation 3.2, it is enough to find 1 ; : : : ; d which presents .X; Z.f /; p/. 
(ii)ˆis étale at all points in Z V ,
V is closed immersion. Let B be the smallest closed subset of Z.f / containing all points of Z.f / at whichˆis not étale and also containing Z.f /nZ. Since ‰ jZ.f / is a finite map, ‰.B/ is closed in A (2) and (3) 
We have following commutative diagram of affine schemes and consequently their coordinate rings: 
where
But C is a finite F OEW module. Hence by Nakayama's lemma C m q D 0. Thus there exists h 2 F OEW nm q such that C h D 0 or equivalently
Thus the surjectivity of the above map implies that
is a closed immersion as required.
Let U X be the maximal open subset containing points at whichˆis étale. To finish the proof, we need to show that U; V;ˆj U ; ‰ jU satisfy conditions (1)-(3) of Theorem 1.1. Condition (1) is clearly satisfied by the definition of U . To see (2) , note that ‰ jZ.f / is finite, and hence, as (3) is precisely condition (iii) mentioned at the beginning of the proof. By the construction of W , subsequently V , it follows that ‰ 1 .V / \ Z.f / U . Remark 3.5. Since our main goal is to prove Theorem 1.1 for .X; Z; p/, we may change Z.f / as long as it does not change Z. If f and g have common irreducible factors, dividing f by the g.c.d. of f and g does not change Z.f /nZ.g/. This justifies our assumption in Definition 3.2 that f and g have no common irreducible factors.
The following lemma is proved using a simple coordinate change argument. It will be used in the proof of Lemma 3.8, which is the main result of this section. satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 3.4 for . 1 ; : : : ; d / and which satisfies the following additional condition: dim Z. 1 ; : : :
Proof. We note that if d D 2, by convention,
which is of zero dimension since V is non-empty. Thus we may assume d 3. For an integer`, consider the automorphism W A
We choose` 0 such that by Lemma 2.2, .X 1 ; : :
It is then straightforward to check that . 1 ; : : : ; d / presents .X; Z.f /; p/ (since it is obtained by a coordinate change from the original polynomials i ) and moreover dim Z. 1 ; : : :
Lemma 3.7. Let d 3, and let f; g 2 F OEX 1 ; : : : ; X d be two non-zero polynomials with no common factors. Let p be a closed point of A It is now straightforward to check that
satisfies our requirement. Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on d . Assume d 3.
Step 0. As before, we let F OEX 1 ; : : : ; X d be the coordinate ring of A By Lemma 3.7, we may assume that then f and g are non-zero and have no common factors. We let
where Z.X 1 / Š A and U X of ‰.p/ and p respectively such that if
then the following conditions of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied:
(1)ˆj U is étale.
is a closed immersion.
Further, by Lemma 3.6, we also assume (without loss of generality) that if E is the closed subset of
Note that (4) 
is finite, E is thus a finite set.
Step 1. Since the map
is finite (see Definition 3.3 (1)), for 2 Ä i Ä d , the image of X i in F OEX 2 ; : : : ; X d =.f / satisfies a monic polynomial
where each a i;j 2 F OE 2 ; : : : We let P i .T / be the image of the polynomial P i .T / under this map. Since P i .X i / is zero in F OEX 2 ; : : : ; X d =. N f /, it follows that P i .X i / maps to zero via the map
! F OEX 2 ; : : : ; X d =.f /: is étale at x. Let E be the closed subset of Z.f / Z.f / defined in Step 0. We have the following: (1) jZ.f / is finite. In fact, the map . 2 ; : : : ; d / jZ.f / is finite. (2) ‰.p/ … ‰.E/ (this follows from the definition of E).
(3) restricted to Z.f /nE is a locally closed immersion.
(4) is étale at all points in Z.f /nE.
By condition (4) of
Step 0, we have that 1) E \ Z. 
F : By Lemma 3.1, ‰ jZ.f / is finite. We let S be the finite set of points in ‰ 1 ‰.p/ \ Z.f /. To finish the proof, it suffices to verify conditions (2)-(4) of Definition 3.3. We first note that S Z. 1 ; : : : ; d 2 /. This is because if x 2 S , then by the definition of S ,
We show that S is disjoint from E. Hence we obtain i .x/ ¤ 0 for some i with 2 Ä i Ä d 1: This is a contradiction to the fact that x 2 Z. Henceˆis a locally closed immersion on S, this proves condition (4) of Definition 3.3. From Lemma 3.4 we have Z.f / \ ‰ 1 .V / X. This with the fact that Z D Z.f / \ X implies conditions (2) of Definition 3.3. For checking condition (3), i.e. to checkˆis étale at all points in S, we note that since`is divisible by char.F /,ˆis étale precisely at those points where is étale. In particular,ˆis étale at all points of Z.f /nE.
Open subsets of A

F
In this section, we finish the proof of Theorem 1.1. By Lemmas 2.4 and 3.8 we only have to deal with the case of open subsets of A 2 F . While the handling of low degree points is similar, in spirit, to that of [6] , for high degree points we proceed differently (see Lemma 4.10).
Lemma 4.1. Let F be a finite field as before, and let C A 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume C is irreducible and hence we simply have to show that the set ¹x 2 C .1/ j deg F .Y .x// D deg F .x/º is infinite. Let x 1 ; : : : ; x q be the F -rational points of A 1 F . Let C 0 WD C nY 1 .¹x 1 ; : : : ; x q º/. We see that C 0 is a dense open subset of C as Y jC is finite. Any point x 2 C 0 of prime degree satisfies
By the Lang-Weil estimates [3] , for all large enough prime number`, there is a point x 2 C 0.1/ of degree`. Hence, since`is a prime, we must have deg F .Y .x// D deg F .x/. This proves the lemma. (2) Let f; g 2 A be two non-constant polynomials, with no common irreducible factors. By performing a change of coordinates if necessary, we will assume that f is monic in X of degree m.
In this section, we call our variety W instead of X, since the latter will denote a coordinate function on A 2 F . (4) Let Z WD Z.f / \ W . Note that Z.f /nZ is finite as f and g have no common irreducible components.
(5) Let p 2 Z be a closed point such that its X-coordinate is 0. We also choose a set of closed points ¹p 1 ; : : : ; p t º in Z such that the set T WD ¹p; p 1 ; : : : ; p t º satisfies the following: Moreover, for a point x in Z.f /, the notation O x (resp. m x ) will denote O A To prove Theorem 4.3, we will find 1 by using Lemma 4.4 and 2 by Lemma 4.10. We heavily use the counting techniques by Poonen [6] to prove these lemmas.
Recall from Notation 2.1 that, for Y a subset of a scheme X=F , Following [6] , define the density of a subset C A by
provided the limit exists. Similarly, the upper and lower densities of C, denoted by .C/ and .C/, are defined by replacing limit in the above expression by lim sup and lim inf, respectively.
To prove the existence of in Lemma 4.4, we will show that the density of such is positive. We prove Lemma 4.4 in two steps. First, we show (Lemma 4.8) that satisfying conditions (1), (3) and condition (2) for points up to certain degree, exists. Next, we show (Lemma 4.9) that the set of which does not satisfy condition (2) for points of higher degrees has zero density.
Let 2 A and let r 1 be an integer. Consider the following conditions on , which are closely related to onditions (1), (2) and (3) uch that the lower density of the following set is positive:
Proof. By the Lang-Weil estimates [3] there exists c 0 2 N such that for all n 1,
For reasons which be clear during the course of the calculations below, we choose r 0 and c as follows. Recall that m is the X -degree of f . Let r 0 be any integer satisfying 
Note that it is always possible to ensure (ii) as
and as degrees of points in T are distinct we have
Let d c C 2r 0 be any integer and r WD T c WD ¹ 2 T j does not satisfy .c r /º;
In the following steps we will estimate ı; ı b ; ı c ; ı d .
Step 1: Estimation for ı. Note that the condition that belongs to T depends solely on the image of in the zero-dimensional ring
Since the dimension over F of the above ring is c and since d c, by [6, Lemma 2.1] the map
is surjective. One can easily see that T is a coset of Ker. /. Therefore
Step 2: Estimation for ı b . Let x 2 Z.f / Är (recall that r D (ii) 2 T and mod m 2 x lies in the kernel of the linear map X W m x =m 2 x ! F .x/: Let us first consider the case when deg.x/ > r 0 . In this case, each of the above condition for depends only on its image in the zero-dimensional ring
The cardinality of the above ring is
Let us call an element in the above ring as a favorable value if and only if all mapping to satisfy the above conditions. It is an easy exercise to check that the set of all favorable values has cardinality q deg.x/ . Thus the ratio of the number of favorable values to the cardinality of the ring is nothing but ıq 2deg.x/ . The dimension over F of this ring is c C 3 deg.x/. Since d c C 3 deg.x/, by [6, Lemma 2.1], A Äd surjects onto this ring. Due to this, the ratio of 2 A Äd satisfying the above two conditions to the #A Äd is nothing but ıq 2deg.x/ . In other words,
Now let us consider the case where deg.x/ Ä r 0 . We claim that unless x 2 T , there is no 2 T which vanishes on x. This follows from the definition of T . So let us assume x 2 T . In this case, the above two conditions for depend solely on the image of in the ring
Proceeding in a manner similar to the case where deg.x/ > r 0 , we find that for x 2 T ,
we get an estimate
where recall that c 0 was the constant in the Lang-Weil estimates such that #Z.f / Dn Ä c 0 q n .
Step 3: Estimation for ı c . Let
First, note that T y c is empty unless i > r 0 . This is because the only points of degree Ä r 0 on which a 2 T vanishes are the points in T . However, by choice, all points in x 2 T have different degrees and satisfy deg.x/ D deg.Y .x//. Thus, let us assume i > r 0 . In this case, we claim that #T
For fixed x 1 ; x 2 with Y .
is a coset of the kernel of the map
which is surjective by [6, Theorem 2.1]. Thus
To prove the claim, we now simply observe that since f is monic in X of degree m, there are at most For a fixed i ,
From this, it is elementary to deduce
Step 4: Estimation for ı d . As in the above step, let y 2 A 
This is deduced, as before, from the surjectivity of
is empty as there are no points in Z.f /nT on which a 2 T vanishes. And hence, the above estimate trivially holds in this case also.
As f is monic in X of degree m, and deg.x/ 2i , there are at most 
Step 5: Estimation for P . If we let
Note that in the above expression r D 
which is positive, thanks to the definition of r 0 . Thus the lower density of
is positive as required.
Lemma 4.9. Let c be as in Lemma 4.8 and let
Proof. The proof is identical to that of [6, Theorem 2.6] . We reproduce the argument verbatim here for the convenience of the reader. We will bound the probability of constructed as
and for which there is a point x 2 Z.f / > Let V 1 ; : : : ; V`be F irreducible components of W 0 . Clearly`Ä deg.f / (where deg.f / is the total degree). Since the projection onto the Y coordinate is finite on Z.f / (by Notation 4.2 (2)), we know that Y .V k / is of dimension one for all k. We will now bound the set
is non-empty, it is a coset of the subspace of functions in A which vanish identically on V k . The codimension of that subspace, or equivalently the dimension of the image of A in the regular functions on V k is at least C 1, since no polynomial in Y vanishes on V k . Thus the probability that X vanishes on V k is at most q 1 . Thus, the probability that X vanishes on some V k is at most`q 1 D o.1/.
Since dim.W 1 / D 0 if and only if X does not identically vanish on any component V k , the claim follows. We will now estimate the probability of choosing h such that there is no bad point in Z.f /, i.e. a point in Z.f / > 1 3 .d c/ where both and X vanish. Note that the set of such bad points is precisely
Claim 2. Conditioned on the choice of 0 and g such that W 1 is finite, the probability of choosing h such that 
It is clear by the Bezout theorem that #W
Thus, the probability that both and X vanish at such x is at most q . There are at most #W 1 many possibilities for x. Thus the probability that there exists a "bad point", i.e. a point in x 2 W 1 with deg.x/ > In other words, the probability of choosing h such that there is no bad point is 1 o.1/.
By combining the above two claims, it follows that the probability of choosing
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Let Q denote the complement of Q in A, and let P be as in Lemma 4.8. To prove Lemma 4.4, we need to show that P \ Q is non-empty. However, combining the above two lemmas, we in fact get that .P \ Q/ > 0. This finishes the proof. .d c/ here. If this was the case, and if jZ.f / was finite, as mentioned in Remark 4.5, we would be able to deduce that . ; Y / presents .W; Z.f /; p/. However, we are unable to handle points in S of degree greater than In order to rectify that, we replace the map . ; Y / with a map . ; h/ for a suitable h as found by the following lemma. Finiteness of will be handled later using a Noether normalization argument. (1) h jS W S ! A 1 is radicial, i.e. injective and preserves the degree.
Proof. We divide the proof into three steps.
Step 1. In this step we will show that with the given choice of d , it is possible to choose h 1 which satisfies condition (1) of the lemma. We claim that
As explained in Remark 4.6, Z. / \ Z.f / is finite. By Bezout theorem,
Thus the above claim holds for all i > Step 2. Now, using the h 1 from above step, we will find a h 2 2 F OEX; Y which satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of the lemma. It is sufficient to find an h 2 2 F OEX; Y such that for all x 2 S ,
First, we claim that for any closed point x 2 A 2 F , there exists an h x 2 F OEX; Y such that
We choose a polynomial f 1 2 F OEX such that f 1 .x/ D 0 and for all x 2 S: It is straightforward to see that h 2 satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of the lemma.
Step 3. Choose a non-constant polynomialˇ2 F OEY such thatˇ.x/ D 0 for all x 2 S. Since f is monic in X , it follows that Z.f / Step 1. We claim that there exists a g 2 F OEX; Y such that if W g WD A Note that jZ.f / is a finite map, since h is a finite map (Lemma 4.10 (3)). Thus F OEZ.f / is a finite F OEX; Y module. Thus, by Nakayama's lemma, there exists an element g 2 F OEX; Y such that g … Á 0 Á n and C g D 0. In other words, the map F OEX; Y g F OEZ.f / g is surjective. This proves the claim since if W g WD A 2 F nZ.g/, the above surjectivity is equivalent to the following being a closed immersion:
Step 2. Let E be the smallest closed subset of Z.f / satisfying the following three conditions: (i) x 2 E if x 2 Z.f / and is not étale at x.
(ii) Z.f /nZ E.
(iii) Z.f /n. 1 .W g / \ Z.f // E.
Since
S contains at least one point in each irreducible component of Z.f /, condition (iii) implies that E is finite (see also Remark 4.6). Moreover, by the above step and condition (iii) we have Z.f /nE ! A 2 F is a locally closed immersion. Moreover, S and E are disjoint, and hence .p/ … .E/. Since E is finite, we choose a non-constant polynomial expression Q in h which vanishes on p as well as E. For an integer` 0 and divisible by char.F /, we claim that . Q`; h/ presents .W; Z.f /; p/. LetˆW D .
Q`; h/ and ‰ WD Q`:
To prove the claim, we need to verify conditions (1)- (4) of Definition 3.3. Condition (1), i.e. the finiteness of ‰ jZ.f / , follows by Lemma 2.2 since`is large, and h jZ.f / is finite. As Q vanishes on p and E, ‰.p/ … ‰.E/ follows from .p/ … .E/. Thus if S WD ‰ 1 ‰.p/ \ Z, then S Z.f /nE. Conditions (2)- (4) of Definition 3.3 follow from conditions (i)-(iii) of E in the beginning of this step.
